
Plans for revelation as spoken by Avyakt BapDada 
in the murlis of 2003 – 2004 

 
1) Now play a hero part that no other zone has played.  To have a gathering of 100,000 is common.  Now 

show some newness so that everyone applauds loudly for more.  Demonstrate by playing a hero part.  
To open a centre or a Gita Pathshala is common.  Now demonstrate this by doing something new. 

 
2) In order to reveal BapDada, uniqueness and spirituality should be experienced through your every 

activity.  Even though you may performing ordinary actions, whether doing your business or working 
as a doctor or lawyer, whatever you do, wherever you come into contact with others, they should 
experience you to be unique and spiritual.  Only when there is the speciality of your practical life, not 
the speciality of your profession, will revelation take place. 

 
3) To give a lecture is to shoot an arrow, but your actions, activity and face should automatically prove 

who it is that has made you like you are.  The creation reveals the Creator.  So, when the next season 
begins, a contrast should be visible.  The sound should emerge from all centres: Great transformation.  
Then you can sing the song, “Transformation, transformation….” 

 
4) Ordinary words are not befitting in front of the fortune you have.  The reason is “I”.  This 

consciousness of “I” – whatever I thought, what I said, what I am doing is fine.  Because of this 
consciousness of “I”, there is arrogance and also anger.  Both of these do their own work. 

 
5) BapDada gives congratulations for the speciality and the intellect of you children.  However, do not 

bring the consciousness of “I” into it.  Finish the consciousness of “I”.  In alokik life, this 
consciousness of “I” doesn’t allow you to become an image that grants visions.  So, transform the 
consciousness of “I” and become an image that grants vision and revelation will take place.  Now 
become a commander in bringing about this transformation.   

 
6) The plan for revelation is your practical life.  The programmes etc. that you hold are very good to keep 

you busy, but revelation will take place through your behaviour and face.  Now use whatever treasures 
and powers you have in your actions, words, on your face and in your behaviour.  Only then will 
everyone sing the song that the goddesses have come.  Then the Shaktis will reveal Father Shiva. 

 
7) Now finish the small games and let the stage of retirement emerge.  Become the stars of hope who 

fulfil BapDada’s hopes.  If any situation arises, then remember the slogan, “Transformation, 
transformation, transformation.” 

 
8) All the children make very good plans for BapDada’s revelation, but the royal form of “I” decreases 

the percentage of success in those plans.  In your thoughts, words and actions, let there be the natural 
awareness that BapDada, Karankaravanhar, is doing everything and inspiring everything.  Let the 
words “Baba, Baba”, emerge in your words and the Father’s image should be visible on your face and 
then revelation will take place. 

 
9) BapDada wants every Wing to make a new plan.  For so many years, you have been holding 

conferences, having exibitions and campaigns, but now BapDada is saying to those of all the Wings: 
Make a new plan.  Nowadays, everyone prefers to have newness.  So, think about this and you will be 
touched.  It is not a big thing.  Now, we shall see which Wing shows newness. 

 
10) It is BapDada’s pure advice and shrimat for all the children: Prepare a group that will spread the sound: 

This is God’s task.  Prepare a group that will reveal the Father fearlessly without any hesitation, those 
who will speak with determination and authority.  In today’s world, even physical authority is useful.  
Those with worldly authority and God’s authority can spread the sound.  So, now prepare a group that 
speaks with authority from whose sound and experience there can be the impact of their authority. 



11) Now, serve the quality and quantity simultaneously.  It shouldn’t be that whilst serving the quantity, 
serving the quality is left out, because time is now coming close.  The Father’s revelation will take 
place when those of quality reveal the Father and His task.  It is essential to give a message, but to 
make others into message-carriers is also essential. 

 
12) You have started the addition in service that BapDada wants, because whoever has come into 

connection and relationship with you until now has been saying, “Your work is good, but your 
publicity is not good.”  You have remained incognito and this is why the Father has not been revealed.  
So, the service of the Media that took place this time in Delhi has only just begun.  The name was 
glorified through the huge programme of the Brahma Kumaris that took place.  

 
13) When you hold any big programmes now, its sound should reach abroad and the sound from abroad 

should reach here in India because the Kumbhakarnas of India are going to be awakened by those from 
abroad.  There is importance of news from abroad and this is why the programme should take place in 
Bharat and the news of it should reach them through the papers from abroad.  So, those from the Media 
Wing should perform this wonder.  This year, spread the sound with courage and with a lot of pomp 
and splendour. 

 
14) Now, the lands abroad should also perform wonders.  The programme should take place abroad and it 

should be shown in Bharat.  It is not a big thing.  Even if you don’t gather a 100,000, the impact on the 
Media should be good for only then will the Kumbhakarnas awaken. 

 
15) BapDada wants that the “mikes” should do the work of giving the introduction of and forging a 

relationship with the Brahma Kumaris.  You should now just give drishti and those “mikes” should 
speak.  A “mike” means one whose sound has power.  So, prepare a “mike” who is able to do 
something within his own society.  A “mike” has to be very powerful. 

 
16) Just as the Medical Wing demonstrated the effect of meditation on the heart, and proved that illness of 

the heart can be cured through meditation, in the same way, all the wings that have come, you have to 
do such programmes.  You do have these programmes, but now make such a plan through which 
everyone’s practical results come in front of you. 

 
17) All of you who have come, prepare a map.  Give the practical proof so that it spreads everywhere that 

anything is possible through meditation.  Everyone’s attention should be on meditation and spirituality.  
Even those from the Medical Wing can take this further with other illnesses.  If you continue to try this 
out, it will continue to spread.  Show that blessings too can do anything. 

 
18) In the New Year, you may serve through words with a lot of pomp and splendour, but always pay 

attention to doing the service of giving an experience.  Everyone should feel that they experienced 
power or peace through a particular brother or sister because an experience is never forgotten.  
Experience is such that it will pull that soul close to you.  Those who are in contact will come into 
relationship. 

 
19) BapDada’s desire is that lawyers and judges get together and shake people about who the God of the 

Gita is.  Make a plan for that.  Because of this mistake, the poor things have been deprived of God’s 
inheritance.  Become instruments to enable those deprived souls to receive their inheritance. 

 
20) Every Wing should prepare a new slogan, such as “Science and Silence, Meditation and Medicine.”  

Jurists can have the slogan: “Judge yourself”.  This topic should be increased.  Tell the judges, 
“Become your own judge”, and transform the world. 

* * * * * 
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